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FOREWORD

The study reported herein was conducted as a part of the re-

search program being pursued under Department of the Army Project

No. 1-V-O-21701-A-046, "Trafficability and Mobility Research," Task

l-V-O-2170-A-O46-03, "Mobility Fundamentals and Model Studies." This

research is guided and. sponsored by the Directorate of Research and De-

velopment, U. S. Army Materiel Command.

'The analysis presented was performed by Wilson, Nuttall, Raimond,

Engineers, Inc. (WNTRE), Chestertown, Maryland, under contract to the U. S.

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi,

the agency primarily responsible for the conduct of the research project.

This report was prepared by Mr. C. J. Nuttall, Jr., for presentation at a

Mobility Consultants Conference in September 1963. He was assisted in the

data analysis by Mr. C. W. Wilson and in performance of the many calcula-

tions by Mr. V. Kennedy, both of WNRE. Mr. Nuttall and Mr. R. P. McGowan

prepared Appendix A. Mr. C. J. Powell, former employee of WES, contributed

the discussion of strength variations in the laboratory soil bins that is

included as Appendix B.

The wheel tests upon which the analysis is based were accomplished at

WES by personnel of the Mobility Section, Army Mobility Research Branch,

Mobility and Environmental Division, under the supervision of Messrs. W. J.

Turnbull, W. G. Shockley, S. J. Knight, and D. R. Freitag. Col. Alex G.

Sutton, Jr., CE, and Col.John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE, were Directors of the

WES during the conduct of this study and preparation of this report.

Mr. J. B. Tiffany was Technical Director.
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GLOSSARY

a Tire lug depth, in.

A Slope of surfac: of' -iA, dimensionless
.2

A Contact aret of a deflectod tire on an ,ziyielding surface, in.
C
b Section width of undeflecoted tire, in.

P Shear stress-strain para.meter, in.

c A generalized bearing-shear strength parameter for the fn situ soil,
ib/in.'2

c Structural cohesion of soil, lb/in.

C t Effective, after-collapse cohesion of soil, lb/in. 2

C Average slope of the curve of cone index versus depth (in.) of penetra-
tion, lb/in. 3

Ci refore-traffic average cone index for the 0- to 6-in. layer of the
test bed (CI 6 ),, lb/in. 2 *

CI Before-traffic average cone index for the 0- to 6 -in. layeT, lb/in. 2

d Outside diameter of undeflected tire, in.

d Base diameter of the right circular cone of the cone penetrometer, in.c

D Drawbar pull of tire or vehicle, lb

E Indicates a functional relation

f Coefficient of friction between soil and tire

F Indicates a functional relation

g Acceleration due to gravity, in./sec2

h Depth of soil or soil layer, in.

j Slip distance, or travel of an element in the tire contact patch rela-
tive to undisturbed soil during one contact cycle, in.

* In previous trafficability reports cone index has been considered to be

dimensionless but in this study it has the dimensions lb/in.2 to permit a
dimensional analysis.
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1-A ý-+n+tn equanl to %'itor h sepragr~unh ^<7)

k' Dimensionless curve-fitting parameter in equation Pz = k'z- n

equation 18

k" A onstant in the numeric 1T2 , equation 23

K12 W I05 , equation 14
TI 5 b d

I Average length of the static tire contact st.rface at test load and
inflation, determined on a hard, flat surface, in.

m Vehicle wheel base, in.

n Dimensionless curve-fitting parameter in the equation p = k'zn

equation 18

N Indicates a function of n

Pc Average contact pressure of loaded tire on a hard surface (ignoringtread interruptions), ib/in. 2

p Nominal pressure based on total projected area of the wheel; equal to
WI
b-d ,lb/in. 2

Pz Unit penetration resistance experienced by a cone at depth of penetra-

tion z , lb/in.

Q Torque input (or output), in.-lb

R Rolling resistance of tire, lb

s Wheel spacing, in.

S Slip ratio = V s/V = j/8

T Gross traction, determined by the shearing resistance of the soil in
the contact area, lb

V Tire peripheral speed, in./sec

V Slip speed, or average speed of the elements in contact with the soil
s relative to undisturbed soil, in./sec

W Gross weight of vehicle, lb

W1 Vertical load carried by each tire, lb

y Vehicle length, in.

z Tire or vehicle sinkage, or depth of penetration of cone penetrom-
eter, in. It is the distance measured vertically from the soil sur-
face downward

z° A terminal value of z , in.

a Trim of vehicle, deg

3Plastic kinematic viscosity of soil, in.2 /sec

y Bulk specific weight of soil, lb/in. 3

viii
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flat surface, in.

9 Indicates a functional relation

X Linear scale ratio

:9 When used with a subscript, 1C denotes a rnameric; when used without
a subscript, A denotes the constant, 3.1416

it., _ Freitag-Knight numeric
W

1 ~n1
l+2n l+2n

it 2  Final load numeric 1) ( 3 , equatlon 31

it n equation 30•3'

a Unit normal loading on a soil element, lb/in.2

T Static shearing resistance of soil, ib/in.

SDynamic shearing resistance of soil, lb/in.2

o Effective, after-collapse angle of internal friction of soil, deg

IN
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SU144ARY

Data obtained in extensive field tests made by the U. S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) to study the performance of pneumatic-

tired vehicles in sands are correlated, by means of a semiempiric procedure,

with WES Army Mobility Research Branch (AMRB) laboratory soil-bin data

( ssentially on smaller tires) developed during the three years 1961-1963

in air-dry sand. The laboratory data are first shown to collapse reason-

ably well upon the basis of the empirically developed load coefficient, K2 .

W.
K2  (14)CI 8 b°'5 d

where W = vertical load carried by each tire, lb
-1

CI- C- 6 = before-traffic -average gone: index for the 0- to 6-in.
layer of the test bed, lb/in. *

8 = tire deflection under test load, at test inflation, measured
on a hard, flat surface, in.

b = section width of undeflected tire, in.

d = outside diameter of undeflected tire, in.

This coefficient is not dimensionless. However, its success indicates that.

added insight and usefulness may be gained by seeking to make it so. It is

reasoned that the shape of the Cone index versus penetration curve may enter

the results strongly, and a revised, dimensionless form of the load coeffi-

cient is developed accordingly. Use is made in this connection of the con-

ventional gross logarithmic linearization of the pressure-penetration

relation

p= ktzn (18)

* In previous trafficability reports cone index has been considered to be

dimensionless but in this study it has the dimensions lb/in.2 to permit a
dimensional analysis. 00
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where p unit penetration resis ance experienced by a cone at depth of
Zpenetration z , lb/in.

kt = curve-fitting parameter

z = tire or vehicle sinkage, in. (When used in relation to second
and third passes in the same- rut, refers to total or cumulative
sinkage rather than increment occurring during the particular
"pass.)

n = curve-fitting parameter

By forcing a correlation between the laboratory data (for which n = 0.7)

and the field data (for which n = 1.0), an intermediate form of this numeric

is developed which involves the tire sinkage or rut depth. Further manipu- I

lations and approximations yield a more useful form (which does not contain

* the dependent variable, z) as follows:

1+2
l+2n PnS:\ -- --d "(29)

-2 (113) F 29n

where Pc = average contact pressure of loaded tire on a hard surface
(ignoring tread interruptions), lb/in. 2

CI = the average cone index of a bed- of -material to a depth z
ib/in. 2  o

z = a terminal value of z , in.0

This form is shown tc correlate the laboratory and field data closely.

Further internal checks are made and appear favorable. It- is then shown

that the final form for t2 -remarkably resembles that of the basic

Bernstein equations for rigid wheels.

The basic dimensional framework of the study is described in

Appendix A, and in Appendix B a study of the variations of soil strength

in the test cars is presented.

xii
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A DIMENSIONLESS CONSOLIDATION OF WES DATA
OVm VTHE PFrM %IA1ýEOFSIJ)UDE IE O
V.l .L-Z Z .1_" VX U-t Uuw ll",, l.1.nz ,...,

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. During the three years 1961-1963, the U. S. Army Engineer Water-

ways Experiment Station (WES) developed, in its laboratory soil bins,

extensive data on the performance of pneumatic tires in air-dry sands.

Over an even longer period, it has conducted a major field test program

on the performance of pneumatic-tired military vehicles in natural sand

conditions representative of those occurking on world deserts and beaches.

WES cone index values have been used throughout both programs as the

primary-soil strength-measurement parameter.

2. In a paper presented to the Society of Automotive Engineers in

January 1963, Messrs. Freitag and Knight demonstrated that the slope-

climbing ability of a wide range of wheeled vehicles in natural sand con-

-ditions was primarily a function of the eimple numeric

where C = the average slope of the curve of cone penetration resistance
(cone index)** versus depth of penetration in the top 6 in. of
the sandt (lb/in. 3 )

• = the average length of the static tire contact surface at test
load and inflation, determined on a hard surface, in.

W1 = the average vertical load carried by each tire, lb

Their concluding figure is reproduced herein as plate 1. Messrs. Freitag

and Knight noted in their paper that "... for the large majority of sands

* Raised numbers refer to similar-iy numbered items in the Selected
Bibliography following the main text of this report,

** In previous trafficability reports cone index ha,: been considered to be
dimensionless but in this study it has the dimensions lb/in.2 to permit
a dimensional analysis.

t 0- to 6-in. average cone index divided by 3.

L __
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Stested, cone index increased generally in direct proportion to depth from

the surface to depths well beyond 6 in."

3. It was the purpose of this study to show that (a) an empiric load

coefficient that correlates the results of the laboratory tests is actually

dimensionless, (b) the numeric that correlates the field data and the

numeric derived from the laboratory data are based on similar coefficients,

and (c) a reasonable relation exists between the two sets of data.

Scope

14. The analyses presented in this report were based on existing lab-

oratory and field data dollected by VM.S personnel. The laboratory data are

the results of tests conducted dcuring the period 1961-1963 in conjunction

with the test progran "Perokr.mance of' Soils Under Tire Loads. The field

--data used in this analysis are found in WES reports of the "Trafficability

22
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PAR II: CONSOLIDATION OF THE LABORATORY SOIL-BIN DATA

'I Source of Data

5. The basic soil-bin facilities were used by WES in the laboratory

program. Most of the tests were run in the high-speed, movable-bin facility

known as the main mobility facility. Tests with larger tires, fewer in num-

ber, freely rolling only (towed), and generally more completely instrumented,

were run in the auxiliary, fixed-bin mobility facility. The test facilities

and techniques are described in 1%W, Technical Report No. 3-666, Performance
2of Soils Under Tire Loads, Report 1, Test Facilities and Techniques.

6. The- data; treated- herein were- derivedi from tests- conducted prior

to February 1963. In the complete program, diameters of tires tested

varied from about 14 to about 40 in.; tire widths from 1-3/4 to 15 in.;

width/diameter ratios from 0.06 to 0.91; tire loads from approximately 100

to 4500 lb; and tire deflections (on a hard surface) from 5 to 55- percent

of the section height. The effects of -ply ratings, construction methods

(radial/circumferential versus conventional cord- arrangement) , and light

treads were explored.

7. Powered and towed performances of each single tire were measured

(at various loads and deflections) on the first through fifth passes in- the

same path. Data from the first three passes only have been considered in

this report. The complete data record for each powered-wheel test consists

of pull-slip, torque-slip, and sinkage-slip relations for slip values rang-

ing from approximately 30 to 10O percent. Data considered representative

of the wheel performance were taken from these curves at the zero torque

(towed) point and the maximum pull point. The analysis which follows is

relative to this portion of the laboratory data.

8. Tests were conducted primarily in Yuma desert sand in an air-dry

condition at three general strength levels ranging from approximately 20 to :

over 60 in terms of WES cone index of the 0- to 6-in. layer. A smaller

number of tests were conducted in an air-dry mortar sand.

Pa

Dimensional Considerations

9. A tire operating in soil constitutes a system composed of a highly

3 W
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flexible structure of complex shape moving over and through a continually

-failing granular and/or plastic mass. The detailed relations that govern

the behavior of the system undoubtedly are complex. One approach to

practical quantitative solutions has been to conduct systematic laboratory

A tests on a number of tires covering a wide range of basic tire character-

istics, loadings, and deflections in a wide range of soils of varied

character and strength. The data from such systematic test series are

most usefully presented and generalized by organization within the frame-
S~6

work provided by a valid dimensional analysis of the system.

Historical background
i

10.- A dimensionless analysis- for vehicle-.soil systems -was first pro-

j posed- by Markwick in This basic analysis has since been generally
--developed and validated by a number of investigators. 8 ' The last published

form is reproduced- in -AppendiX A.

The current analysis

1-1. In their current form, the equations for sinkage z , drawbar

pull -D , and torque input Q (or alternately for rolling resistance R

and slip ratio S) of a tire of fixed geometry (but not fixed size) operat-

ing in soil reduce to:

For powered elements:

z/d= e (W1/cd 2 , , S , h/d) (2)

DAW = e' (Wl/cd2 , , S , h/d) (3)

2Q/dW1 = e" (Wl /cd 2 , , S , h/d) (4)

For freely rolling towed elements:

. = E (Wi/cd2 , h/d) (5)

RAWI = E' (Wl/Cd2, / , h/d) (6)

S=E" (Wl/cd 2 d h/d) (7)

where W = vertical load on a tire, lb
d = outside diameter of undeflected tire, in., a characteristic

linear dimension of the system

= dynamic internal friction of the soil (primarily in respect to
its direct effects upon traction), deg

4
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h = depth of soil or controlling soi1 layer to any effective hard-

pan, in.

c = a generalized bearing-shear strength parameter for the in situ
bed of material, having the dimensions of a stress, lb/in.

A proper measure for this factor includes the contributions of
soil internal friction, cohesion, and density as they affect
bearing capacity, and may also reflect changes in these with

depth in the soil mass and/or with soil remolding

0e indicates a fctional relation

"E indicates a functional relation

Other factors, such as density (except as reflected in c), speed (per se),

and viscous properties, have proven, in systems and materials similar to

the tilre-sand system here specifically under consideration, to have only a

minor influence on the behavior (z, D, Q, or z, R, S) of the tire. The

well-known importance of slip (S) in powered systems is considered to be

the result of essentially static stress-strain behavior of loose and/or

"plastic materials rather than of speed, even though S is often exprvossed,

for convenience, in terms of speeds:

S = V/V

where V = slip speed, or average speed of tractive elements in contact
with the soil relative to undisturbed soil, in./sec

V = the average speed of the same elements in the same region rel-

ative to the supporting vehicular structure, in./sec

These findings and the other assumptions made in previous pertinent work

cited are accepted as the basis for further discussions. In the final

analysis, their justification lies primarily in the degree to which their

use leads to the desired semiempiric synthesis of the data.

Application to present data

12. Equations 2, 3, and 4 can be simplified still further. On

the basis of considerable testing -with in situ devices, such as normally

loaded shear vanes, it appears that the dynamic or continuous after-

failure internal friction of most air-dry sands in nature is on the

order of

tan % = 0.70 (from reference 10)

5
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For convenience, then, Q may (with some small loss in precision) be taken

as a constant, and hence need not appear as a variable in the functional

equations as they apply to the performance of tires in air-dry sands.

13. Slip ratio, S , which -ppears as an independent variable only

when the wheel is powered, may be eliminated from the expressions relating

to powered tires by considering data obtained at only one slip, i.e. by

making S a constant. A useful and convenient point in treating the per-

formance of powered tires in sands is the point, generally at about 20 per-

cent slip, at which maximum pull occurs.

14. Finally, since no hardpan was involved in the present test
series, terms• involving h may be eliminated. (Note, however, that this

is not always the case in field trials, particularly where vehicles are run

in test lanes prepared to low surface densities by shallow tilling.)

-15. These considerations reduce equations 2, 3, and 4 for powered

wheels to the following simple expressions:

z/d e (W,/cd

DI 1 = e' (Wl/cd2) (8)

2Q/dW1 = 92 (10)

Equations 5, 6, and 7 for freely rolling, towed wheels become, correspondingly,

z/d = E (W/cd2 3

RW/ - Et (Wl/cd 2 ) (12)

S Ell (W1 /cd ) (13)sI

To make use of these equations, it is necessary to determine a value for

the soil strength parameter c appropriate for each set of tire test re-

sults. The WES cone index has proved useful in correlating the field per-

formance in sand of a variety of pneumatic-tired vehicles. 1 ' 3 - 5 It is

-therefore logical to examine its usefulness in this extended context.

There are other reasons for attempting to use the cone index for this 60

purpose in preference to the indications of any of severaJ other current

instruments, as follows:

a. Vast quantities of data are already availatle for sand
areas of the world in terms of cone index. 3 -5, 1 1

b. The instrument for in situ field determination of cone

•t• 6
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indexes is light, compact, well developed, easy to use,
and widely distributed. 1 ±

c. Cone penetration data for the present test series appear
to be the most consistent and reliable of all the types
taken. Moreover, because of the simplicity -f the test
procedure, cone tests were regularly replicated in connec-
tion with each individual test treated herein. 1 0

Results

16. After many regression attempts using different forms of the basic

load numeric of equations 8-13, i.e. W,/cd2  it was foundthat a useful

level of correlation was achieved by employing the coefficient K2

I t K b(14)
CI &b d

Rwhere C= C-I = average cone index for the 0- to 6-in. layer of the
soil determined prior to any traffic, lb/in. 2

d = outside diameter of the undeflected tire, in.

b = maximum section width of the undeflected tire, in.

= tire deflection under test load at test inflation
measured on a hard surface, in.

SThe coefficient K is not dimensionless. However, the degree of correla-
2

tion resulting from its use is such as to warrant seeking valid means for

making it so. This will be done following presentation of -cme data con-

solidated by its use.

Soil Strength and Tire Deflection

9.00-14 tire test data

17. Plates 2, 3, and 4 show the first-, second-, and third-pass

maximum pull data for three smooth 9.00-14 tires (2-, 4-, and 8-ply rating)

* The notation CIz will henceforth be used to signify an average cone
0

index taken before any traffic, measured for the 0 to z° layer, using

the standard, WES, polished steel, 30-deg apex angle, right-circular

cone, having a base area of 0.50 sq in. CF (without subscript) will

denote CI

67
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each at three deflections, and in soil streugths (CU) ranging from 17

to 77. DimensionleSs torque input Q/O.5dW, sinkage z/d*, and pull.

output DAI1 from some 150 separate tests are presented as ftuctions of

W

K2 =.5

18. A high level of correlation is evident. (Plots of dimensionless

towed force, R/A1 , and ct-responding sinkage, z/d , for over 12C towed

tests on the same tires, as functions of the same coefficient, show a

similar degree of correlation.) The scatter is, for the most part, within

the error band introduced by variations in cone index along the length of

a given test lane from the single average value assigned for the complete

test. In general, this variation is on the order of +4 cone index which at

lower sand strengths (around CI = 20) amounts to approximately +20 percent

(see Appendix B). Note that tests at low strengths tend to result in high

values of the load coefficient K2 , and that it is at the higher values of

K,. that the scatter is greatest. Some further expansion of the error band

undoubtedly results from variations in the shape of the cone index versus

penetration curve from which the average value is determined. The effects

of curve shape will be discussed more fully later.

19. Note that in plates 2-4 the complete form of the load coefficient

K2 is not under scrutiny. Despite some minor differences between the

three different tires, tire diameter d and section width b are essen-

tially constant for all of the points shown. The same degree of correla-

tion could accordingly have been achieved using the incomplete function

W1 5

4.50-7 tire test data

20. Plate 5 shows the comparable first-pass maximum pull data from

approximately 33 tests with the 4.50-7 tire. The 4.50-7 tire is nearly a

or.e-half scale model (geometrically) of the basic 9.00-14 tire. As such,

its behavior in relation to the 9.00-14 tires is theoretically of

* Note that sinkage z for passes after the first is taken, in this
report, to be total sinkage, rather than incremental sinkage due to the
particular pass only.

8
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importance from a dimensional viewpoint.

21. The complete data for the 4.50-7 tire show cons-lderably more

scatter than those for the larger tire, but still demonstrate a clear

enough grouping to permit assignment of an independent "best-fit" line

of the same character as that developed for the 9.00-14 tires. The in-

creased scatter is thought to be the result, at least in part, of the three

factors discussed below.

a. The physical size of the tire (about one-half that of the
-- 9.00-14 tire) and the loads (generally about one-fifth the

size of the loads on the 9.00-l tire) -were intrinsically
small for the test appae-atus used, leading to larger
possible errors in actual measurements due to mass effects,
friction, basic load cell accuracy, etc. These errors are
amplified by the ratio form of presentation.

b. The small size of the tire also resulted in its "averaging"
soil conditions less smoothly. (The validit-i of this
observation is supported by a minor but noticeable tendency
for the scatter to reduce on successive passes.)

c. The 4.50-7 tire operated in the upper layers of the test
bed, within which variations due to preparation differ-
ences probably are greatest, particularly when viewed on
a ratio basis.

Scale Relations

22. The best-fit curves for the 9.00-14 and 4.50-7 tire data are

plotted for direct comparison of maximum pull and towed force in plates 6-8

and 9-11, respectively. It will be observed that sinkage (z/d) correlates

well with the independent numeric for all passes and for the maximum pull

and the towed conditions. Thus, the two tires behave in geometrically

similar fashion when subjected to the same type of test at the same load

coefficient, i.e. they function properly as scale model and prototype.

This indicates, but unfortunately does not prove, that the loa& coefficient

K2 is in fact dimensionless, but contains in its present form an important

dimensioned constant parameter as yet unidentified.

23. Pull and torque also correlate well with K2 , as does first-

pass towed force. Towed forces tend to diverge somewhat at higher load-

ings cn the second pass, and still more so on the third. The final devia-

tion is on the order of +15 percent from the curve halfway between them.

9
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(It is apparent, however, that no si!kple change in the load coeffiJcient

| .... can improve matters without disrupting the important sinkage relations.,

- -24. Note that the complete form of the load coefficient K2 still

is not under scrutiny. Since the two sizes of tires are geometrically

similar, i.e. since (b/d)9 .OO14 = (b/d) 4 .07 - 0.30, the plots could as

well have been presented on the basis of a load coefficient of the form

•~W1

ii dl1-5

Tire Shape I
Results of tests
-with various tire sizes

25. To demonstrate the full form of the coefficient, tests of two

tires of extreme proportions, plus one of more normal shape, were examined.

Data from about 10 tests with the 1 6 xl5 Terra-Tire (b/a = 0.91), from 12 or

more tests with the 1.75-26 bicycle tire (b/d = O.06)-, and from tests with

three 6.00-16 tires (b/d 0.21) were plotted, as described above, against

the coefficient K2 .

26. For the Terra-Tire and the bicycle tire, the scatter was again

noticeably greater than in the tests of the 9.00-14 tires, probably for the

same general reasons (in somewhat lesser degree) just discussed (para-

graph 21) in relation to the scatter of the 4.50-7 tire test data.

27. Despite the decrease in precision, however, it appeared that the

load coefficient K2 also correlated changes in measured behavior of each

of these three widely differing tires with load, deflection, and soil I
strength as measured by the WJES cone penetrometer. As in the case of the

other presentations of results with one tire size, only these three factors

actually entered the correlations at this point. Size and shape (d and b/d)

were constant in any one set of data.

28. Approximate, independent, best-fit curves of the same general

character as those derived for the data of the 9.O0-14 and 4.50-7 tire

tests could readily be drawn. These were compared directly with the re-

sults from the 9.00-14 and 4.50-7 tire tests. For convenience and as a

matter of intrinsic interest, curves drawn midway between the faired results

10O



f'rom th+ two la÷• ÷ were consolidated for maxin -- tll at+a (first,

second, and third passes) in plate 12, and for towed force data (first,

second, and third passes) in plate 13. These "average-average" curves are

used in all further discussions to represent the combined results of these

two series of tests.

29. In plates 14-19, the faired performance curves for the 16x15

Terra-Tire, the 1.75-26 bicycle tire, and the several 6.00-16 tires (which

evidently can be pooled), for each of the first three passes, can be com-

pared with the "average-average" curves for the tires of b/d = 0.30. All

of the curves fall in the same general area, and they are clearly related.

Just as clearly, they are not the same. Considerable trial and error has

demonstrated that the agreement cannot be significantly improved by minor

changes in the makeup of the single load coefficient.

30. The fact that complete data collapse has not been -achieved,

however, should not be suprising. In dealing with such a complex system

as tires in sands, there is no reason, a priori, to expect even this level

of consolidation and. generalization on so simple a basis.

31. The a-series of curves in plates 14-19, interpreted as a family

with the parameter (b/d), should have Some practical usefulness. Illustra-

tive "cross-curves" showing first- and third-pass maximum pull coefficients

(n/w) as a function of (b/d) for various values of the loading coefficient

K are shown in plate 20.

Practical application

32. For practical applications, it is essential to evaluate all

coefficients fully and to base design decisions on actual dimensioned

values rather than upon maximum (or minimum) coefficients. For example,

although the narrowest tire clearly gives the highest performance at a

loading coefficient value of 0.60, it usually will be possible in a practi-

cal design problem to achieve higher actual performance by using a wider

tire for which the loading coefficient is significantly lower. In this

connection, note that permissible or p-acticable tire deflection (25 to

30 percent) is normally directly proportional to tire section hiceight and

that in conventional round-section tires this in ttrn bears a relatively

constant relation to a -maximum section width (about 90 percent). Thus, MR

an increase in maximum section width in a round-section tire, at constant

112-
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I

load, soil strength, and outside tire diameter, and at maximum permissible
1.5

deflection, will reduce the loading coefficient approximately as b

For example, consider the two tires below:

WIWmax D /ld b CIa C 2  W1  OT d DA l* lb
Tire in. in. _b/d in. lb/in. lb -YIb 0 5 d lb

A 56 3.5 O.0625 0.875 30 1650 O.60 O.06 100

B 56 14 0.250 3.50 30 1650 0.75 0.43** 700

• From plate 20.
S* Extrapolated.

From this it is clear that narrow tires do not carry more load than wide

ones in the test sand conditions, all other things being equal, despite the

first impression that might erroneously be gathered from the coefficient

curves.

Tests in a Second Type of Sand

Q.00-14 tire test data

33. A series of 10 tests was run on the 9.00-14, 2-PR tire in an

air-dry mortar sand. The results were compared with the "average-average"

curve for this shape of tire in the Yuma desert sand. The correlations,

while nowhere near exact, are good enough to suggest that the coefficient

curves representing performance in the Yuma sand might be useful (albeit

at reduced precision) for a broad range of other sands. This is consistent

with extensive field demonstrations that a given cone index in any of a

broad range of sand types has substantially the same meai~ing in terms of

the performance of a given vehicle. 3 5

11.00-20 tire test data

34. Towed tests were run by a different test group using completely

different equipment. The tests were run in air-dry mortar sand with the

1.1.00-20, 12-PR, smooth (buffed) tire in the auxiliary facility. The

11.00-20 tire has a b/d ratio of 0.28, which is close to the b/d

ratio of. the 9.00-14 and 4.50-7 tires. The 11.00-20 tire may, in fact,

be considered as a 1.4:1 scale model of the 9.00-14.

12



35. The data from some 30 such tests are shown in plates 21-23 com-

pared with the "average-average" curves for the smaller tires on YuMa sand.

Despite considerable scatter, general agreement is apparent. Also evident

is a tendency for the towed force coefficient of the large tire to be lower

than that of the smaller tires at high values of the numeric, particularly

as the number of passes increases. This may be due to differences in the

character of cone index profiles in the two sands. The cone index in both

sands increases with depth; but in the Yuma sand, there is generally very

little increase in cone index below a depth of 12 in. In the mortar sand,

however, the cone na.ex normally continues to increase with depth at a

"nearly constant rate for the entire depth of measurement.

13
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PART III: ANALYSIS OF THE LOAD COEFFICIENT

36. From the evidence and analysis presented in Part II, it is

concluded that the load coefficient

I • W1
2- WK K2 =---) bO.5

is of substantially the optimum form to consolidate the complete test data

to a useful degree. Accordingly, it is considered worthwhile to study its

structure and to attempt, by further reasoning, to reduce it to a more

acceptable dimensionless form.

37. First, consider that the area of contact A of an idealized,C_
toroidal pneumatic tire deflected on a hard surface is given approximately

S~by
by 0.5 0.5 I

A =k 6 b d (15)
c

where k = i for an elliptical contact patch

12
S=4 for a rectangular contact patch1

That is, k is substantially constant (say 3.5) for the normal range of

tires. Thus, the load coefficient may be rewritten

K c- 3°5 °c (16)
w05 UCY 6b d CFd

where = = average hard-surface contact pressure (ignoring tread-
c interruptions)

This form suggests that reexamination of the meaning of the cone index used

in this coefficient may lead to an acceptable dimensionless form.

The Cone Index

38. The average cone index of a bed of soil material to a depth

z 0is essentially the average unit resistance to vertical penetra-

tion experienced by a standard, polished steel, 30-deg apex angle,

right-circular cone of base diameter dc (= 0.80 in. for present tests)

as it penetrates from the surface to a depth (measured at the cone

Of
14
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base) of z* This may be written
0f

cIz = f Pz dz (17)
o OJo -

where pz = the unit penetration resistance (cone index) experienced by

the cone at the depth of penetration z

In practice, the index assigned to a soil bed is, in turn, the average of

the results from many cone probe tests.

39. In sands, the relation of p to z , even in the most care-

fully prepared, supposedly uniform test conditions in the laboratory, is

one in which pz steadily increases with z . It is convenient and, as

will be seen,. useful to rezort for further discussions to a conventional,

gross logarithmic linearization of the actual, complex curves determined

experimentally, i.e.,

= k' zn (18)

where k' and n are curve-fitting parameters. Substituting equation

18 in 17 and integrating yields

k' znCI = o
z n+l0 •

or
PZ

Spo (19)•z n +--"•;
0

The relation between two average cone indexes in the same soil bed, taken

to two different depths, zI and z° , is accordingly given by

CI--Zl =* T (Zl/z )n (20)

o z•

* The complete cone index concept has, over the years, been refined for

some applications to reflect the average penetration resistance in a
critical layer--6 to 12 in. for example--and to incorporate corrections
for the changes from in situ strength resulting from remolding action.l

The present discussion will, for simplicity,, be limited to those past re-
finements that appear applicable to the present situation. Its extension
to the more complete cone index analysis techniques is more cumbersome

but entirely analogous.

15i -- --
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A More Rational Form of the Strength Parameter

< 40. Equation 20, along with the basic observation already noted that

cone index in sands increases with depth, suggests that the strengths

(average cone index) assigned in relation to tire tests in sauds should

-- ube related in some manner to the size and shape of the tire and/or to

its sinkage. Assuming the validity of the cone index per se, it is reason-

able to expect that performance of a normally proportioned tire, 2 ft in

diameter, would be responsive to the cone index averaged over a range of

the order of 0 to 12 in. (which is of the order of the depth to which its

stress bulb would extend as its sinkage neared the immobilization point),

while- the performance of a similar 4-ft-diameter tire would correlate more

Sclosely with the cone index averaged over twice that range. As long as the

Spenetration versus resistance relation is approximated by equation 18, the

required values at such system-related depths can be estimated by means of

Sequation 20, using cone index measured to some standard depth, such as 6 in.

(Ul6 ), and an estimate of the exponent n which can be obtained from the

-usual cone index data by use of equation 19 in the form

Pz 0n= ---- 1
CIzo

0

where pz is the cone index at the depth z and CI is the average
0 0 FZ

0
cone index to z. Alternatively, the estimate of n can be determined

by use of equation 20 as follows:

log1 (zo)= loglo (U12/,6)

n = 3.32 log10  6 (21)

where the data are for the 0- to 12-in. and 0- to 6-in. layers. Values of

n calculated u:ing equation 21 for a sample of some 50 small-bin tests in

the Yuma sand are shown in table 1. Although there is considerable scatter,

it is apparent that for most tests n = 0.7 . In the light of the fore-

going discussion, and in particular of the revised form of the load coeffi-

cient K2 proposed in equation 16, it seems that the pr Limensionless

form for K2 may be

16
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Pc
I= -(22)

2 CIz

where CI", is the average cone index of the test soil bed taken over a

depth appropriate for the scale of the system. If the tire diameter, d

is taken as a principal linear dimension of the wheel that characterizes

the size of the entire system, then z' = k"d, where k" , at this point,

is an unknown tonstant; and by equation 20

•cia, = (k•'d)n
CIz= CIz(-

o 0

Substituting in equation 22 yields

t2 = nc (23)

Then evaluating this expression at z = 6 and using n = 0.5 as a first
0

approximation,

=Pc

2 tt 0.5

or, using equation 16,

2 .7 K2  (24)2 2

41. Thus it appears that the load coefficient K can be made

dimensionless by rational means with reasonable physical significance. The

unidentified "tim.ortant dimensioned constant parameter" may accordingly be

ýhe depth over which the cone index is averaged (Zo). It remains to test

the resulting hypothesis that the proper form for the load numeric is given

essentially by equation 22 or 23.

A First-Order Check

42. The field data independently gathered, consolidated, and reported

by Freitag and Knight, discussed at the beginning of this report, present

an unusual opportunity to make an immediate first-order check. To do this,

the relation between the proposed numeric 112 and the Freitag-Knight numeric

17
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=-C- (1)

W1
mast first be developed.

S"j. It may readi±y be shown tnhat; approximately,

= 2 �0.5 0 .5

From the quoted observation that the cone indexes in the field generally

increased directly with depth of penetration, it may be taken that, for

the field tests, n = 1 From this and the definition of C (paragraph 2)

zg

z° 2

Substituting these in equation i and inverting yields

W z
1 1 o

71 CI 3,_ 61 d1-

0

or, by the approximation of equation 15,

1 4 I.57 Fjc (Z(b0.

z
0

Finally, putting this in the form of equation 23,

i k" b Ib-\0"5 PC

1 ý- ktSCIzo\ o

or

1 kt I \"

1- k57 \J 2

44. For the range of tires and deflections in the field tests

b/6 =-3.7 to 7.7, and accordingly

(b) 0 5 = o.42 to o.61

In order to develop a simple.approximate relation between 9 2 and 3T1

let this be taken as a constant, 0.5. Then

18
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2

45. If it is now assumed (a) that slope-climbing ability and draw-

bar coefficient are equivalent, (b) that the numeric 72 is indeed valid,
2

and (c) that the laboratory and field data should yield the same results

when properly presented, an estimate of the constant k" can be made. By

assuming that when performance (slope-climbing ability or D/MT) is equal,

the actual numerical value of A 2 must be equal in the two systems, i.e.

from equations 24 and 25 (each solved for At2)

2 0.7
k it )0 .5 K2

then

k" = 8.2 (26)
2T(26(K2 rI)2

To evaluate this, the data in table 2 were extracted from plate 1 for the

field tests and from plates 12 and 13 for the laboratory tests. (Tire

wridth/diameter ranged from 0.23 to 0.29 in the field tests. The laboratory

data are for tires for which b/d = 0.30.)

46. Calculated values for k" , given in column 5 of table 2, turn

out to be far from constant. Rather, it appears (see column 6 of table 2)

that

k = 9 z/d

where z/d is second-pass sinkage from the laboratory tests. Substituting

this in equation 23 yields

2 PC (27)

__ (gz~n

U Z 
z

In the light of preceding discussions, this indicates that the appropriate

depth through which to average cone indexes for assigning a soil strength

in a given test is approximate~ly nine times the nit depth. This is not

unreasonable for small rut depths.

19 Ffý
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2 47. i2 in this form is awkward, however, for z is a dependent

variable, i.e.

z/d - eiv

Accordingly, an approximate relation may be sought within the data. Un-

fortunately, sinkage data have not been published for the field tests.

From the laboratory results, however, as in plate 12 (powered tests)

z/d = 1.44 (v) 2  (28)

Substituting this in equation 27 and sol,' .ig yields
1-

n

i1+22 (P1c2 
(29)

0 0

or, by letting

S= C(30)
3 (d )n

0 0

equation 29 becomes (n
l+2n) 1+21

'2 (13) 3~k+2 (31)

From equation 25, for the field data (n = 1)

2
'(3 = •(32)

1

and, from equation 24, for the laboratory tests (n = 0.5)

1(3 =0.70 2  (33)

Values of '2 calculated from the data in table 2 by means of equations 31-

33 are given in table 3 and plate 24.

48. It is evident that a high degree of agreement and internal

consistency has been reached. This first-order examination supports (but

still does riot prove) the hypothesis developed earlier, and suggests a

still more refined form for the basic numeric. Note that when n is

20
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substantially constant, results can be correlated on the basis of the

simpyl ".nueri I n taswa done (essentially) .with both the laboratory
3

and the field data. independently, prior to this analysis.

A Further Internal Check

49. A further check may be made with the laboratory data at hand

by calculating 12 (using equation 29) directly from the basic data, point

by point, using an estimate of n from the cone indexes recorded as part

of each individual test record. This has been done on a trial basis with

the first-pass drawbar pull and sinkage from some 50 tests of the 9.o0-14

tires. The results are shown in plate 25. in plate 26, the identical

points are plotted to approximately the same scale against the original

load coefficient K2 . Comparison of these two plates shows that while

the percentile range of scatter in the load coefficient, at constant D/W

or z/d , is increased slightly by the use of A 2 , there appears to be a

stronger central tendency for the bulk of the data when it is plotted

against A2" Also, % appears, by virtue of its approximate linearity,

to be somewhat more discriminating at lower specific loads.

50. An approximate straight-line relation may readily be written

(for the first pass)

D/W1 -0.78 - 2.84 A2

which suggests the conventional equation for pull

D/W T/ - RIW

in which R = motion resistance of the tire, lb

T= the gross traction, determined by the shearing resistance
of the soil in the contact area, lb

W = gross weight of vehicle, lb

On this basis, the motion resistance of the powered wheel at about 20 to

30 percent slip may, for further discussion, be taken as

RA 2.84 A2  (34)

51. The line representing the approximate second-pass sinkage

21
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relation (equation 28) used to develop the final form of i2 (equation 29)
a' also drawn in plate 2'5. In relation to the first-pass data plotted, it

annears as essentially an unner bound. which is enntirelv annronriatep,

52. Plates 27 and 28 show the 4.50-7 tire test data replotted on the

basis of v2 and K2 ,respectively, for direct visual comparison. The

scatter is again great using the new.numeric, but not noticeably more than

before. (Some possible reasons for the greater scatter were suggested

earlier.) Also, the degree of correlation between the data for the 9.00-14

and 4.50-7 tires, essential to the dimensional reasoning, remains substan-

tially the same.

53. These calculations, by showing that the new numeric does not

disturb the previous degrees of correlation even when applied on a point-

by-point basis (rather than to the pooled data), provide a necessary demon-

stration of the possible validity of the new form. They do not, however,

constitute a sufficient demonstration to prove its validity conclusively.

Relation to Bernstein Equations

54. The first use of the approximation

n
p =k' z

S~13in treating of wheels in soils is generally credited to B1rnstein.

Accordingly, it is instructive to compare the final form of the load

numeric •2 ' developed entirely empirically, with the generalized equa-

tions for +he rolling resistance of a rigid, rectangular-section wheel

derived following Bernstein's assumptions. The basic Bernstein approach

and equations may be found in Bekker's Theory of Land Locomotion -(pages
14189-191), or, with the equation in the final form used below, in The

Rolling Resistance of Wheels in Soil by Nuttall. 1 5 The equations in their

usual form are

z (n'+l)
o

R k b f+
o n'+l

and

7 2n'+l 1
S3-n k b d0" z ---
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Eliminating z0  between them,

2+2n'

i• 1 2 n/ l+2n'

+n' (o b d1+n'/ (3))

If it is assumed that the probe used to determine k and n' for use ino

equation 35 may be a WES cone penetrometer, then

k =k'
0

and
n' =n

Also, from equations 18 and 19
(1+n) Iz

= 0

Let p 1 = , a nominal pressure based upon the entire projected area of

the wheel. Then for the rigid wheel

2+2n1

3 1+2n 
i 1+2n

[(3-n) (l+n)lj [7 (d )J

0 0

or 1

R/Wl N p n 3+2n(36)

where N indicates a function of n . The correspondence between this

independently derived expression for the towed force of a rigid, rectangular-

section wheel (equation 36) and equation 34, developed semiempirically for

powered, pneumatic tires

1

A1 = N' [ Pc J 34

23 ý
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or

S/r \ l+2n 1 l+2n

F ODpp d_) n(37)

is striking, to say the least.

55. The Bernstein approach to motion resistance is based upon the

assumption of a simple direct correspondence between the pressure-

penetration relation of a small plate in vertical motion and that of a

moving wheel. Both assumptions have been shown to be extremely crude,1 0

and calculated values have not agreed closely with measured values. The

present agreement in form indicates that Bernstein's assumpti3ns lead to

quantitative rather than qualitative differences, ioe. though crude, his

approach and assumptions are not totally incorrect.

The Final Forms

56. Subject to further internal and external checking, it appears

that the form of load numeric given by equation 29 (it2 ) is both proper and

potentially useful for the further consolidation and analysis of performance

data on pneumatic tires in dry sands. With data for sands for which n is

substantially constant, the simpler numeric A3 (equation 30) can be used.

57. The complete data from laboratory and field tests in sand,

analyzed on the basis of it2 . will provide information for the selection

and design of tires for sand operations in a form readily accessible for

the designer. While the numeric 9 2 will not fully collapse the data for

wide variations in tire proportions (b/d), or for sand having an angle of

internal friction substantially different from that for the Yuma sand, it

will bring them to about the same degree of agreement as achieved with the

coefficient K2 (plates 14-19). Should more precision be required, cross

plots similar to those in plate 20 can be developed. Design data in this

Torm, supplemented by information on probable values for the soil parameters

(C-I6 J, , n) and sand slopes, shou1ld prove extremely useful.

58. Examination of the numeric V2 indicates that for accurate

24
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scale-model testing per se, values of the dimensionless parameter n in

the model tests should be made approximately equal to those anticipated for

the full-size vehicle. In this case, load-scaling can be based upon the

simpler numeric ,T 3 which will accommodate minor variations in n , as

well as in CI

6=

25
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PART IV: SOME NOTES ON THE SEMIEMPIRIC APPROACH

59. Te• foregoing exIrcise is, of course, largely an empiric devel-

n-monment Tn uch o- a de~r~velonmn+ +hAý -zvnr-+ c+=-n c! n o ciiin -" AQ4-

tions that precede the final result are normally of little relevance. The

usefulness of the expressions presented is determined primarily by the

degree to which they consolidate the data.

60. Such excuse as there may be for outlining the present arguments

at such length may be found in four factors. First, the analysis began with

a theoretically sound question, Why was the load coefficient K2 , which

appeared to work reasonably well for a wide range of tires and test condi-

tions, not dimensionless? The results suggest a reasonable answer. They

also, insofar as they may prove to have a proper theoretical foundation,

offer answers to some important practical scale-modeling problems which
S~16

were first posed some years ago, and which have cropped up since, often
S~17

-unrecognized.

61. Second, some of the intermediate reasoning has been based,

however crudely, upon theoretical considerations. Its presentation permits

formation of an independent estimate of the possible generality of the re-

sults, and suggests numerous points where some further research might greatly

improve generality and/or precision.

62. Third, detailing of the several steps in the development facili-

tates the making of further purely empirical refinements, should they ap-

pear dec" able. Several such possibilities exist. For example, it has been

shown in unpublished material by WES personnel working independently with

the same laboratory data that scatter can be reduced, particularly for the

narrower tires, by using an orderly variation in the powers of others of the

dimensions appearing in the denominator of a load coefficient of the general

form of K . The implications of any such refinements upon the important
2

dimensional considerations can also be appreciated, and even evaluated.

63. Finally, the possible impotance of the unexpected correspondence

between the semiempirically derived results and the 50-year-old Bernstein

equations can only be assessed properly when the rationale of the former and

its basic independence are understood.

9i
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PART V: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

64. The data and the analysis presented in this report are con-

sidered adequate basis for the following conclusions:

a. The load coefficient K can be made dimensionless by
rational means using factors that have reasonable physical
significance.

b. It is evident that a high degree of agreement exists
between the laboratory and field data and that the numerics
which collapse these data are based on similar coefficients.

c. The general form of the numeric has a certain relation to
Bernstein's assumptions.

Recommendations

65. It is recommended that:

a. Further checks, internal and independent, be made of a
larger sample of the existing data.

b. The laboratory and field data be reanalyzed point by point
and presented in the form of load numerics for use by
designers.

c. Subsequent presentation, derived from further analyses of
WES data (and similar information), include a thorough
examination of pertinent soil parameters.

d. Further studies include statistical information on slopes
likely to be encountered in various types and locations of
dry sand areas.

I
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Table 2 fl

Comparative Field and Laboratory Data

-~ ___-- - Laboratory Tests -

(from Plates 12 & 13) Calculated I
Field Tests Average Values

D/W (from Plate 1) lst/2d 2d Eq 26
1 Pass Pass k"

or 
Pas k k-

Slope 1 2  z/d kzd

0.0 o.182 0.47 o.14 1.23 8.8 KtF

0.1 m.083 0.32 0.09 0.55 6.1

0.2 0.0•6 0.20 0.05 0.43 8.6Si i
o.-3 0.025 0.12 0.03 0.35 11.7

Table 3

12' Calculated for Laboratory anxd Field Data V

Field Tests Laboratory Tests
D/W 2/a1 = Eq 31 0.7 K2  Eq 31 Eq 28 Test

S122 2_ ~ 3 _2___/

0.0 0.364 0.305 0.329 0.302 0.127 0.14 jF*

0.1 o.166 0.235 o.224 0.249 0.089 0.09 K

0.2 0.092 0.192 0.140 0.197 0.056 0.05

0.3 0.050 0.157 0.084 0.153 0.034 0.03

o.4 -- -- 042 O.lO8 0.017 0.015

In
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-IN SO-T TEMRAINSI 6 , 19*

1. The -principal requisite for a valid, useful dimensional analysis

of a given type of mechanical system is a complete, minimum list of the

truly important independent parameters influencing -its behavior. An

analysis will be incorrect if any -major variable is overlooked, and will

be misleading and less useful than it might be if the list is -not pared of

all factors wh6se influence is negligible.

Independent Parameters

Factors relating -to the vehicle

2. The geometry or configuration -of the vehicle, which may be

specified by the ratio of each important linear dimension of the machine,

such as length (y), wheel base (m), lug depth (a), tire section width (b),

and wheel spacing (s), tire deflection (5), etc., to a single, character-

istic linear dimension such as the wheel diameter (d). Thus,

y/d, m/d, a/d, b/d, s/d, 5/d, etc.

3. The statement of geometric similarity between a model and a full-

size prototype means that each such ratio for the model equals the corre-

sponding ratio for the full-scale vehicle. Their influence on the complete

system is thus constant for a given configuration, and may be pooled with

other constants relating to the system. They need not appear in the :7'lC-

tional equation that is the final expression of a dimensional analysis per-

formed in relation to the use of geometrically similar scale models.

4. d = a characteristic linear dimension of the vehicle, such as

its wheel diameter, which expresses its size. The ratio d ,/d f in which

the subscripts m and f refer to scale model and full-size prototype,

respectively, is the linear scale ratio X

5. W the gross weight of the vehicle. Where important, the ratios

• Raised numbers refer to similarly numbered items in the Selected
Bibliography following the main text of this report.
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the requirement for complete dynamic similarity between two sizes of

vehicles includes the condition that correspondirng ratios on each be equal,
Sso -that, as in the case of the geometry., these ratios need not appear in f

-IT ~ the final equations +

Factors relating to the
operation- of the vehicle 4

6. V -= -a characteristic speed related to the vehicle, such as

peripheral wheel speed relative to the vehicle. At a given moment, all

other velocities and components in the system may be expressed in terms of

-ratios to tbis speed.

7. One ratio of particular importance in dynamic systems is the slip)g
Ir-atlio S -S Vs/V , where- V : the slip- speed, or average speed of

-elements in the contact area relative to the undisturbed soil or snow. 3

8. It is to be noted that while the slip ratio is usually conceived

in terms of speeds, it also has a simple geometric interpretation:

F $S = j/1~

Swhere j is the slip distance- or travel of an element in the contact area

relative to the undisturbed material during one cycle in contact with the

material and I is the distance from front to rear of running gear con-

tact area, along the same path over which j is measured (usually parallel

to the average surface of the material).

9. In terms of speeds, the slip ratio implies dynamic soil reactions

arising from inertia and/or viscous effects. in terms of distances, the

ratio implies essentially static material reactions, determined primarily by

displacement and but little influenced by time-rate of displacement.

Factors relating to
the soil bed or snow pack

10. h = total depth of material of interest. Boundaries Of signifi-

cant layers, and hence their thicknesses as well, may be :;pecified by mea-
surements from the surface, ih , 2 h , etc. The ratios lh/h , 2 h/h, etc.,

are presumed equal under the assumption of geometric similarity which ex-

Stends to the geometry of the terrain as well as of the vehicle.

"11. c = before-collapse, or structural cohesion of the r.naterial at
n s

depth h This will in general vary at a given spot and time from layer
An

tA2



-n s \As
12. n T the full, unit after-collapse or dynamic shearing resis-

tance of the material originally at depth nh For any depth, it may be
o tn$

approximated by Coulomb's assumption:

I • =c. + tan
no0 n• n

where -= unit normal loading on the shear plane. On this basis, T0
may be replaced by Ct and tan. , where these are, respectively, the

nn
effective cohesion and the tangent of the effective angle of internal

friction of the collapsed material originally at depth h
n

13. 7 = the before-collapse bullk specific weight of the material

at depth h.
n

14. P = plastic kinematic virscosity at depth h
n

15. A = slope of the surface of the material.

16. f. = coefficient of friction of soils or snows at depth h
n_ n

on the material of part i of the vehicle. The use siirply of the factor

f in the analysis will signify this entire set of frictional phenomena.

17. B " shear stress-strain parameter characterizing dynamic shear-
n

ing resistance in layer n . Dynamic shearing resistance develops only

after some consolidaticn and reorientation of the grains of the collapsed

material. The typical relation in weak., loose materials between unit shear-

ing resistance and shear travel may be approximated by the equation:

S:(1 - e-/B)

Because j/B must be dimensionless, the dimension of the parameter B

is L.

18. The list might be further lengthened by the inclusion of soil

or snow elastic properties, but the phenomena of interest regularly involve

large, permanent deformations of the material, so that elastic forces may

probably be neglected from the onset, at least until experimental evidence

of their importance dictates otherwise.

Factors relating to
the system as a whole

19. g = acceleration of gravity.

A3
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20. z = sinkage of Vehicle

.21. a = trim of vehicle

22. D = drawbar pull, or measurable margin of tractive capacity over

eXternal -motion resistance. Drawbar pull of a given material is largely

influenced by slip ratio S and/or grouser travel j . Either drawbar

-puil- or slippage may be taken as the independent variable, and the remain-

ing one as dependent. In testing, it is convenient to control slippage

and to measure drawbar output. In practice, the drawbar load is fixed,

at any given moment, by terrain and towed load, and slippage becomes the

dependent variable,

Resulting Equations

23. From the independent parameters and dependent variables listed

above, the dimensional equations can be written:

Z= de(w/Cd 2, ct/c, 0, W/Yd 3 , A, _V/'gd, V/q, f', S, j/B, h/d) (A-la)

D We,(W/Csd . j, A, A ,W d, Vd/c, f, S, j,/B, h/d) (A-lb)-a e"W/ d cJ% /i d, A., V/
S= e"(W/csd2 , ct/cs, S , W/Yd 3 , A, Vigd, Vd/ f, S, j/B, h/d) (A-lc)

Some Possible Simplifications

-24. It is evident from the equations that unless some factors are

eliminated, preferably on the basis of sound experimental data, the analysis

does little to clarify vehicle-soil relations, and makes the possibilities

for the use of scale models appear remote indeed. Some of the more interest-

ing possibilities for simplication, from a practical viewpoint, are discussed

below. Only equation A-la is modified, it being understood that the form of

equations for -a and D follow accordingly.

25. There has been no indication in the data for the past several

years of any marked effec+ of vehicle speed, per se, upon vehicle perfor-

mance in soils or snows over the range of rather slow speeds at which
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f auantitative tests have been run. On the basis of this experience. it is

possible to eliminate (for similar tests) all terms related to speed,

except the slip ratio. The apparent influence of slip ratio upon vehicle

performance at slow speed is undoubtedly due to its geometric meaning,

which remains valid regardless of any lack of actual speed effects.

26. Further, in relation to the vchicle and test procedures utilized

in the pzesent program, the factors A (equals zero for tests in level

terrains) and f may be considered constant. On these bases, eliminating

all terms relating to V, A, and F, equation (A-la) becomes:

dei (W/Csd 2 , ct/cs, ¢, W/yd3 , S, j/B, h/d) (A-2)

27. If, as past experience in nonplastic soils and dry snows

indicates, body forces maj be considered negligible, factors related to

y may also be neglected. Accordingly, equation A-2 may be further

simplified:

Z= (W/cd ct/c , S, j/Bj h/d) (A-3)

28. Finally, if the unit dynamic shearing resistance of a material

(such as sands and disaggregated snows) is considered to be entirely

frictional and constant with depth, equation A-3 becomes:

z = deii (w/csd2 , y, S, j/B, h/d) (A-4)

29. It has been found in practice that both the above assumptions

are reasonably factual for sands and dry snows, at least insofar as these

may be ascertained by means of shear vane tests, although some Small cohe-

sion (usually less than 0.1 psi) is often registered.

30. There remains the question, at low slirpages, of whether expan-

sion of model data to full-size predictions should be made on the basis of

the slip ratio S or of the numeric j/B • In order to satisfy both condi-

tions simultaneously,

B =XB (A-5)m f

i.e., barring an unlikely, relatively steady decrease in material stiffness

with depth (measured from the surface), both conditions cannot be satisfied

by tests of model and prototype in the same terrain.

A5
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3Ll- Atti omnlttei nwn -P th stutr r behavisor

of' the parameter B • It is not known how, or even whether, it varies with

normal and/or shear stress in a given soil or snow, to what extent it is a

p roperty independent of size of the test sample or test apparatus, etc.

-j - The importance of at least one parameter, whatever its final form, must be

recognized, however, for it offers the only acceptable explanation yet

advanced for the characteristic shape of curves of drawbar pull versus

slippage for all types of vehicles. This basic explanation was first
14-offered and discussed by Bekker in 1954. On the basis of experience

to date, however, it is (somewhat arbitrarily) considered that present use

of scale models should utilize expansion with the slip ratiG as the con-

trolling numeric, rather than j/B . Accordingly, equation A-3, upon which

practical vehicle mobility tests of vehicles using models in any type of

terrain should be planned and interpreted, becomes:

iv 2
=Z =e (W/cQ ct/c / , S, h/d) (A-6)

32. Thus, in a given terrain (N relatively constant) dimensionless

sinkage z/d (and likewise drawbar pull, trim, etc.)-of a given vehicle and

-its scale mOdel is a function primarily Of the loading W/c d2 , the slip

-ratio S I cohesion ratio ct/c/ , and, where depths are such that hardpan

or ground-support comes into play, the dimensionless depth h/d . All may

readily be adjusted and/or controlled if means are available to measure

-cs and ct , or relative values thereof, in relation to some arbitrary

standard. In materials which can be considered purely frictional, the

cohesion ratio, of course, also may be dropped; i.e., finally,

z = dO (Wl/cd, s , s, 2n/d) (2)

] wo, (We •1 /cd, 0, S, h/d) (3)

d L 3" (W l/csd 2  , ,s, d/)
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APPEND!TYB: VA IART!0TON OF SOIL STRENGTH WITHIN THE
LENGTH OF THE YUMA SAND TEST CARS

1. A brief study has been conducted to determine how much the 0- to
6 -in. average cone index readiigs for individual penetrations in the Yuma

sand test cars varied from the average- of all of the penetrations. Normally,

three penetrations were made at approximately equal intervals along the

54-ft length of the test section. This study was concerned with the uni-

formity of soil preparation only; therefore, it was based upon the 0-pass,

or before-traffic, penetrations. The penetrations were made in the traffic

lanes so that, in-many cases, two sets of readings were taken in the same

test cars and both sets of readings have been plotted without distinction.

2. EigI1 y-two tests were chosen at random for the data -ample and

should- be representative of the entire test program. Three groups, each

consisting of approximately the same number of tests, were chosen to reflect

conditions in the, early, intermediate, and late stages of the program. The

tests in the latter group include soil strength profiles that varied more

uniformly with depth than those in the other two groups. Each group was

large enough to include a reasonable number of tests at all strength levels.

3. Plate Bl is a plot of the numerical difference between the cone

index values for individual penetrations and the average value for the three

penetrations in the test section (four tests had only two penetrations, and

one had four) versus the -average cone index for the section. There is -a

marked tendency for the difference to be constant throughout the range of

strengths tested. Ninety-four percent of the differences are of a magnitude

of +4 cone index or less. While all of the points that lie above this level

are for strengths of 50 cone index or above, there appears to be only a

slight trend for the band of variation to spread out at the higher strengths.

4. The differences in plate Bl have been converted to percentage of

'-he section averages and are plotted against the section averages in

plate B2. It is apparent that the percent variation is much higher at the

lower strengths than at the higher. The ?_lne that encompasses 94 percent

of The points has been transferred directly to this plot from plate Bl and f

iE exponential in nature. It is interesting to note that percentages of

variation approach +20 percent only at the 20 cone index level and that

BI
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the vast majoritv of the variations are of a magnitude of +12 nercent or

less.

5. From the above, it is apparent that the variation in cone index

readings that can be expected within a given test section will be essentially

constant regardless of the strength level of the section. The reasons for

this may be inherent in the preparation procedures and controls utilized

in this test program, however, and the conclusion reached above should not

be applied to sand test beds in general. Insofar as this specific test pro-

-gram is concerned, references to likely variation in strength within a test

section should probably be in terms of numerical cone index rather than

percent unless the percentage figures are qualified by specifying the

-corresponding strength level.

B32
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